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Main Character - Kiyoshi
Best Friend - Haru
CEO and Kiyoshi’s Adoptive Father - Takahiro
Platoon Leader of Army - Akane
Android Created for Kiyoshi - Aimo
IT Support Head - Tomio
Maintenance at Train - Yasushi
The Hacker - Hakka
Chapter 1 - Kiyoshi: Ready to Enlist
Kiyoshi is an orphan, he has been working all his life with Takahiro making mind control toys.
Kiyoshi is a handsome sixteen year old boy and with Haru continues to make excellent toys and help manage the company
with Takahiro.
Because he has been working on creating toys all his life, without going to school or ever socializing with people other than
co workers, he feels empty and weak.
He decides he wants to leave the company to join the military in search for power, taking Haru with him.
He confronts Takahiro, who refuses saying things like he needs him for business.
Kiyoshi then says that he will stand there until he gives permission.
As hours go by, Kiyoshi stands there as Takahiro keeps checking up on him in between tasks in work. Takahiro sees that no
work will be done by Kiyoshi just standing there, so he lets him go.
Chapter 2 - The Army: Killing to Protect
Joining the army, Kiyoshi and Haru meets his angry platoon leader Akane.
Haru is upgraded into a military AI. Becoming Haru 2.0.
They are trained to kill people and carry out missions in mecha robots.
Kiyoshi achieve a sense of power knowing that he is killing for the better of his country.
He meets the requirements to become a super human that has the ability of mind control.
He passes treatment and becomes a superhuman, but this surge of new power does not satisfy him.
Haru, erases Kiyoshi’s and his own trace files from the government. Stores himself in a PDA that Kiyoshi picks up.
They hear about Hakka through Haru’s AI information gathering. The hear about how he has been gain power and how he is
able to stand up against the army. Kiyoshi decides that he will follow Haru to find Hakka, even though he knows that it is not
what he is looking for.
He leaves the army with Haru and his belongings and kills his platoon leader in a battle to escape.
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Chapter 3 - The Hacker: Power of Rebellion
Kiyoshi and Haru set forth to end the termination of failed superhumans. He decides that he needs to earn power in order to
do so.
He sees an arcade and decides to play a game. While playing he is challenged by a man named Hakka to a game.
Kiyoshi beats Hakka and Hakka introduces himself.
Hakka works against the government to end the superhuman program.
Kiyoshi and Haru decide to join Hakka.
Kiyoshi quickly learns that Hakka is just using former super humans and perfecting them so that he can gain power and
overthrow the government.
Haru thinks that Hakka is right and decides to stay with him.
Kiyoshi decides that he will find his own way to gain power. He confronts Hakka saying, “This is your power, not mine. I
need to find my own power.” Realizes that Haru has transferred to one of Hakka’s servers.
Chapter 4 - Wandering: Alone, but Powerful
He awakens, seeing the architecture of the city and not only the ads and the people and their power of money, not only their
desire to buy stuff.
He realizes that he was not looking at his own abilities, but was only trying to gain new abilities for power.
He realizes that he is now alone and has nowhere to go. Wandering off, he looks more at what he is able to do.
Chapter 5 - Creating Love: Needs Money for Girls
Kiyoshi tries to take the train, but it is broken down and needs maintenance. He sees Yasushi fixing the train, and asks him if
he may stay in the maintenance room for the night.
Kiyoshi gives his thanks and pays him for the night.
Upon entering a club, he meets a girl and tries to get it in. He gets rejected, then sits at the bar. The bartender saw the
rejection, and asks Kiyoshi if he wants to never get rejected again. The bartender, trying to scam and get money off of
Kiyoshi, leads him to the back.
The man has a machine that creates illegal androids. He tells Kiyoshi that he can create his perfect woman.
He creates his own android to the fetishes that he likes and names her Aimo.
The guy makes the android and asks for 1 million yen. Kiyoshi has no money and decides to work for her.
The guy asks Kiyoshi what he can do. Kiyoshi can kill, hack, and make toys.
The guy knows someone that Kiyoshi can work for, Tomio.
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Chapter 6 - Work for it: Lust, not Love
Tomio owns an IT support business. He fixes and provides live support to customers. After 6 months he has more than
enough to buy Aimo and a very nice condo.
Kiyoshi makes love to Aimo like no tomorrow all day everyday after and before work.
Tomio complains to Kiyoshi that he is not a true IT support person because he doesn’t take the job seriously. A customer
complained and decided not to go to the business anymore. Kiyoshi says, it doesn’t matter as long as he gets more
customers.
Kiyoshi and Aimo continue to have sex. Aimo starts to learn how to become more like a human as she is learning from
Kiyoshi. As they learn more from each other, they figure out that both are unable to love.
Chapter 7 - Power of Money: Money is Everything and Nothing
He gets addicted to the power of money and takes on video game gambling. He gets tired of Aimo and starts clubbing and
getting it on with other girls.
He notices that he is getting old, sick and wrinkly. He has a dream of his mecha robot that turns into a butterfly and its trail
destroys everything. Scared he wakes up and runs away. He sits under the military shrine statue, where he reflects upon his
life. He feels that he is dead inside and there is nothing in the city that he needs.
He decides to leave, but Aimo has collected enough good sperm to make a genetically enhanced child.
Chapter 8 - Train Platform: Death Gains Power
Disgusted with his weakness, he lays his head next to the magnetic railing of the train. He hears the rumbling of the magnetic
waves and then screaming. He then backs away from the train and leans against the wall; he remembers all that he has
learned. All the power he has gained. He then falls into a deep sleep.
When he awakes, he sees Haru 2.0 watching him on a screen. Haru 2.0 does not recognize him and says that he was
protecting him. Kiyoshi then tells Haru 2.0 that he has lost everything. But it does not matter because it is not needed for
power.
Haru 2.0 explains that Hakka has secretly made him the superintendent of the country of Japan. He watches all and makes
sure that anyone in distress is helped.
He fades away from the screen.
Kiyoshi then reflects upon his quest. He feels more powerful, yet has nothing. He takes notice that he is closer to power and
strength than before.
Chapter 9 - Yasushi: Fixes and Listens
Kiyoshi looks for Yasushi and asks if he can work for him. Yasushi takes him in and trains him to be a maintenance guy.
Yasushi listens to everything Kiyoshi tells him. About the adventure for power Kiyoshi has gone through.
Yasushi tells Kiyoshi about how he had heard the train. How he must listen to everything to understand everything. How he
will learn from it.
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Kiyoshi notices that everything is one. Everything is connected just like the train. To understand everything will grant the
power to control anything.
They go through their days listening to the people on the trains and the train itself.
Aimo decides to go on a train ride to find whether or not she really is an android, because she has lived long enough to start
believing that she is a human.
Along with her is her son Kiyoji. They arrive at the train station, but her son drops his toy on the magnetic tracks. Aimo
goes down to get it, but she is melting away because of the magnetic waves.
Kiyoshi comes out and attempts to save her, but if he touches her, he will die too. Aimo’s last words are that Kiyoji is his son
and that he loved him very very much.
He is sad but does not become weak, because he has gained his son.
Chapter 10 - Cheats: The Son Who Doesn’t Want Power
Kiyoshi is delighted to have his son with him. He wants to shower his son in love. He wants to teach him about everything he
has gone through and teach him power.
His child is uninterested and plays with his handheld electronic video game device. Although Kiyoshi built them and wants to
teach him some cheats, Kiyoji disregards him.
Yasushi tells Kiyoshi that his child is a problem and steals money from the passengers.
He lets him know that Kiyoji should leave. He lets Kiyoshi know that Kiyoji will not gain power from just cheats and
teachings, he needs to find his own way to gain power.
Kiyoji then leaves taking a lot of the money and equipment from the two.
Kiyoshi runs after him, but is unable to find him. He then sits, in the moving train feeling sad. He then remembers all his past
quests for power and realizes that it will be useless to go after Kiyoji. He sleeps on the train and arrives on the platform
where Yasushi enters and wakes him up to go home.
Chapter 11 - Understanding: To Protect, You Need To Understand
Next day, Kiyoshi enters the train and sits as the train goes through its routes. He listens to the train, the people, and the
magnetic tracks. Everything was there, yet he did not understand why.
He realizes that leaving his own place of work to find power must have damaged his adoptive father figure. Just like how he
has been damaged when his son just left. He then realizes that understanding is key in order to gain power to protect what
he loves.
He tells Yasushi about this realization. Yasushi listens and understands him, which shows Kiyoshi that he knows power.
Yasushi then invites him back to the train to try and understand the world revolving around him. When Yasushi senses that
Kiyoshi understands his surroundings, he tells him about a machine that he was working on, on his spare time. The Quantum
Drive, a device that will make the whole world understand itself. Yasushi then leaves, leaving the Quantum Drive to Kiyoshi,
as he knows that Kiyoshi has the power to take his place.
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Chapter 12 - Quantum Drive: A World Full of Understanding is a World Full of Peace
With Yasushi gone, Kiyoshi decides to work on the Quantum Drive. He wants the whole world to understand each other, to
stop fighting and consumerism. He wants everyone to hear the train.
He needs help to finish the programing, and searches for Haru in the interwebs. He finds him and asks him if he can help him
this final time. As a true friend, Haru helps him with the Quantum Drive.
By activating the Quantum Drive on the train, he is able to increase the populations brainwaves and make everyone
understand each other. Seeing the many faces of his people, he is able to experience everything and reaches enlightenment.
He gains the power he has been looking for.
Everyone understands each other, the era of peace emerges.

